SGG BIOCLEAN, the ideal solution
for saving time.

74%

(1)

of people owning a conservatory
or hard-to-access windows are concerned
about cleaning them.
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There’s nothing better than a conservatory to enjoy
the sun all year round, large bay windows for apartments

@SaintGobainBuildingGlassEurope

bathed in light, or a glass roof with an unspoiled view
of the sky. Yet nothing’s more complicated and tiring than
cleaning them. With SGG BIOCLEAN, discover a technology

Saint-Gobain

that’s going to simplify your life. SGG BIOCLEAN windows
clean easier, faster and less often. More light, and less effort.

@saintgobain

SGG BIOCLEAN video

(1) Study undertaken in April 2018 by INSEMMA, 150 respondents.
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SGG BIOCLEAN
WINDOW-CLEANING
BECOMES CHILD’S PLAY

SGG BIOCLEAN

HOW DOES IT WORK?

WHERE TO USE IT?

SGG BIOCLEAN acts 100% naturally by exploiting the dual action
of daylight and rainwater
1

2

With SGG BIOCLEAN, keeping even your most exposed windows clean is no longer a problem.
Thanks to SGG BIOCLEAN technology, your largest or hardest-to-reach windows can be
cleaned more easily, faster and less often.
You can enjoy more generous light, effortlessly, reducing even the cost of cleaning
products, because a simple water jet is enough.

On pitched
conservatory roofs
(> 10°)

SGG BIOCLEAN

QUICK AND EASY,
SCRUB-FREE CLEANING
Thanks to a special transparent coating embedded into its outer surface, the glass stays
cleaner, longer. This coating uses daylight’s ultraviolet rays - which decompose organic

The UV-activated photo-catalysis disintegrates

Thanks to the hydrophilic effect, previously

dirt such as streaks of rain, dust and organic

disintegrated dirt is eliminated by rainwater

atmospheric pollutants, present on the surface

(or a water-spray jet) which runs off the glass

of the glass.

surface easily.

Natural
cleaning

On bay windows

Watch the demo video.

pollutants - and then the rain, which flushes them away, naturally.

Cleaning

It also avoids streaks formed by water drops, making cleaning easier.
SGG BIOCLEAN’s efficiency remains constant over time, your SGG BIOCLEAN windows
maintaining their properties over their whole service life.

5x faster

FOR YOU,
EAN IS:
SGG BIOCL

CARE
FOR THE ENVIRONMENT

On hard-to-reach glass
panes and railings

• 100% natural action.

“I very soon traded
in my cleaning tools and
opted for the water jet
solution, which is the
best cleaning option
I would recommend”
Jean-Pierre

“With SGG BIOCLEAN,
we’ve much less hassle
cleaning, it’s just
a pleasure to enjoy
our conservatory”
Sylvie

Time-saving.
,
Easier to clean
and less often.
Ideal for
laces.
hard-to-reach p

• 100% recyclable glazing.
•G
 lazing composed of
30% recycled materials.
•L
 ower use of water and
detergents.

Environment

Cleaning
3x less
frequent

